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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

While we are coming together today in a virtual space, it is 
important to recognize the physical space that connects us and 
brings us together. The University of Guelph and its campuses are 
situated on the treaty lands of the Mississaugas of the Credit. We 
understand that these lands are connected by the Dish with One 
Spoon Wampum and continue to be home to diverse communities 
of First Nations, Inuit and Métis Peoples. By acknowledging the 
land, we reaffirm our commitment to decolonization and 
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples and our responsibility to the 
land on which we live, learn, and play.



AGENDA

• What is a Gradescope Online Assignment?
– Online Assignments vs. CourseLink’s Quizzes Tool

• Accessing Gradescope
– CourseLink Integration
– Single Sign On (SSO)

• Building Online Assignments
– Question/Field Types
– Question Creation Process

• Assessing Online Assignments
– Automatic and Manual Grading
– Exporting Grades to CourseLink & Publishing Feedback

• Support for Online Assignments
• Question and Answer Period



WHAT IS AN ONLINE ASSIGNMENT?



WHAT IS AN ONLINE ASSIGNMENT?

• Online Assignments let you create questions directly on 
Gradescope

• Students submit responses within the Gradescope interface

• You may set the number of minutes students have to submit 
their work from the moment they open the assignment

• For some types of questions, you can indicate the correct 
answer ahead of time, and student submissions with those 
questions will be automatically graded

• You can also add a File Upload field to a question allowing 
students to complete their work outside of Gradescope & 
upload files (e.g., a photo or PDF of handwritten work)



ONLINE ASSIGNMENTS VS. COURSELINK’S
QUIZZES TOOL

“An Online Assignment sounds a lot like a CourseLink Quiz”

In many ways they are similar tools:
• Both allow for an online timed assessment only available 

during a defined window
• Both provide a way to auto-grade most question types
• Both link with a CourseLink grade item
• Both provide students with a way to review their 

answers/see feedback

However, there are some unique features available in 
Gradescope’s Online Assignment that are not available in the 
CourseLink Quizzes tool



UNIQUE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT FEATURES

Combine Multiple/Different Answer Fields in a Question

• A single question can contain multiple field types (e.g., 
MC, Free Response, File Upload)

• Select your answer, provide justification, upload 
evidence



UNIQUE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT FEATURES

File Upload Option

• Any question type can include a file upload option

• It can also be a standalone file upload question

• Students complete their work (write on paper, construct a 
model, paint a canvas, etc.), take a picture and submit it to 
that question for assessment



UNIQUE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT FEATURES

Create Subquestions

• Question 2 (acts as a container), followed by a series of 
related questions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, etc.

• E.g., Review the graph below and respond to questions 2.1 
through 2.3 based on the data displayed in the graph



UNIQUE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT FEATURES

Manual Grading with Gradescope’s Dynamic Rubrics 

• Typically used for Free Response & File Upload questions

• Can result in more consistent and faster grading

• Annotation/comments are not available



UNIQUE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT FEATURES

Regrade Requests (if enabled) 

• Allows students to identify specific questions (not the 
entire assignment) and request a regrade

• Gradescope provides a Regrade Dashboard to easily track 
and complete requests for both instructors and students



ONLINE ASSIGNMENT LIMITATIONS

While Gradescope’s Online Assignment provides some features that the 
CourseLink Quizzes tool does not, it is also somewhat limited in other 
ways by comparison.

Some Limitation Examples:
• No Question Library (questions are contained in individual 

assignments)
• No option to import questions
• No Question Pools, Order Randomization, etc.
• Less question types (5) compared to the Quizzes tool (11)
• No Respondus Monitor integration (there is a Respondus Lockdown 

Browser option available upon request)
• Limited student review options compared to the Quizzes tool’s 

Submission View
• No integration with SAS to automatically add extra time



WHICH TOOL SHOULD I USE – GRADESCOPE ONLINE

ASSIGNMENTS OR COURSELINK QUIZZES?

There is no one size fits all answer

• If there is a feature in Gradescope’s Online Assignment 
that would allow you to design a better assessment or 
provide more fulsome feedback, then we would suggest 
considering it as an alternative

• Due to the lack of academic integrity options, Gradescope 
Online Assignments may be better suited for low stakes 
assessments

• If you are not leveraging any of the unique features 
available through Online Assignments, then we would 
recommend sticking with the Quizzes tool



ACCESSING GRADESCOPE



ACCESSING GRADESCOPE

• Gradescope can be accessed in two ways:

1. Via the CourseLink Integration (Content tool)

2. Directly via gradescope.ca using SSO



ABOUT GRADESCOPE’S COURSELINK

INTEGRATION

• The CourseLink Integration allows you to:

– Connect your course site to an existing Gradescope 
course/assignment or create a new Gradescope 
course/assignment

– Sync your CourseLink “Classlist” to the Gradescope 
“Roster”

– Automatically create grade items associated with the 
Gradescope assignment in CourseLink’s Grades tool

– Export scores from Gradescope assignments to their 
associated CourseLink grade item



ACCESSING GRADESCOPE VIA SSO

• The Gradescope SSO login allows you to:

– Create a new Gradescope course/assignment

– See and manage any Gradescope 
courses/assignments you have at UofG

• Includes those created through the CourseLink 
integration

• To get the most out of Gradescope, the integration is 
recommended



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ONLINE ASSIGNMENTS

WHEN USING THE COURSELINK INTEGRATION

• Go to Manage Grades after creating the online 
assignment to hide the grade item Gradescope creates 
and adjust its max points value (defaults to 1)

– If you are unsure of your max points value, come back 
and adjust when you know (before exporting grades)



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ONLINE ASSIGNMENTS

WHEN USING THE COURSELINK INTEGRATION

• If it is your first/only Gradescope assignment, be sure to 
access Gradescope and sync the Roster with the Classlist

– If you do this early in the semester, you may want to 
re-sync closer to the assessment to ensure you have 
the most up-to-date roster on Gradescope



DEMO

• Setting up the CourseLink integration

• Creating an Online Assignment

• Hiding the grade item/adjusting max points

• Accessing Gradescope from Content

• Syncing the CourseLink Classlist to the Gradescope 
Roster



BUILDING AN ONLINE ASSIGNMENT



QUESTION TYPES FOR ONLINE ASSIGNMENTS

There are 5 question (field*) types available in Online 
Assignments

1. Multiple Choice

2. Select All

3. Short Answer

4. Free Response

5. File Upload

*Gradescope calls these “fields” because they can be combined 
to collect multiple responses as part of a single question 
(questions are not limited to only one response/field type).



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS

• Questions are created through the Create Outline option



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS: 
QUESTION COMPONENTS

1. Question Title

2. Point Value

3. Problem (Question)

4. Insert Images

5. Insert Field

6. Add Subquestion

7. Add Next Question

8. Save Assignment

9. Delete Question



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
PROBLEM

• The Problem area is where you enter your question text

• Once you have your statement entered, you can then 
insert a field to correspond to your statement that will 
collect the students’ answers



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD

• Select the type of field you want to add to collect answers 
from students

• Short Answer, Multiple Choice, and Select All allow you to 
define the correct answer for auto-grading



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD PROCESS

Once the field type is 
selected, sample 
formatting is added 
below the problem 
statement/question

Edit the sample 
formatting as required



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD PROCESS

As you edit your question, a preview of how it will look to 
students (and the correct answer) appears to the right.



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD EXAMPLES - MULTIPLE CHOICE

For the Multiple Choice field, you may create as many 
distractors as you wish, and indicate incorrect answers with 
empty parentheses ( ) and the correct answer with an (X).

Note: Only one correct answer can be indicated. A multiple 
choice field cannot have multiple correct answers.



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD EXAMPLES – SELECT ALL

For the Select All field, the formatting is similar to Multiple 
Choice, it simply uses square brackets [ ] and allows 
students to select multiple answers.

Note: Students receive points ONLY if they have selected all 
the all the correct answers (no partial scoring).



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD EXAMPLES – SHORT ANSWER

For the Short Answer field, you insert the field below the 
problem statement (not where a blank appears if using it as 
a FIB) and provide the answer in parentheses.

Note: The settings of the assignment can be adjusted to ignore 
punctuation and white space if desired. There are also 
formatting options for accepting numerical values that can be 
applied to the answer text.



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD EXAMPLES – FREE RESPONSE

For the Free Response field, simply enter it after your 
problem statement to allow students to enter as much text 
as required to answer the question.



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
INSERT FIELD EXAMPLES – FILE UPLOAD

For the File Upload field, add it after your problem statement 
to allow students to upload an image file or PDF in response.

Note: Students may upload multiple files from a single File 
Upload field. 



QUESTION CREATION PROCESS:
COMBINING FIELDS

You may also combine as many field types into a single 
question as required

• In this example we have a single question that expects a 
free response and a file upload



ASSESSMENT OPTIONS FOR ONLINE

ASSIGNMENTS



ASSESSMENT OPTIONS FOR ONLINE

ASSIGNMENTS

• Questions using Multiple Choice, Select All, and Short 
Answer are typically auto-graded

– However, you may choose to manually grade/re-grade 
any question using those fields if required

• Questions using Free Response or File Upload fields will 
require manual grading

– Grading can be completed using a dynamic Gradescope 
rubric just as it can in paper-based assignment types

– However, there is no annotation available in Online 
Assignments 



MANUAL GRADING

• To manually grade a question, begin by clicking on the 
Grade Submissions option in the left menu, then select a 
question to grade



MANUAL GRADING

• Begin grading by creating or importing rubric items

– This process is the same as the Exam/Quizzes and 
Homework assignment types, just without 
annotations/comments



EXPORTING GRADES TO COURSELINK

• Once grading is complete, go to Review Grades to see 
some basic overall statistical data as well as the student 
scores



EXPORTING GRADES TO COURSELINK

• To send the scores from Gradescope to CourseLink, 
simply click the Post Grades to CourseLink button

– Remember to ensure the max points of the grade item 
matches the score total for the Online Assignment

– If the grade item is hidden, students will not see their score 
or receive a notification until you make it visible



EXPORTING GRADES TO COURSELINK

• Once you have reviewed the grades and posted them to 
CourseLink you are ready to Publish Grades

– When you publish, students will have access to scores 
and feedback on Gradescope, even if the CourseLink 
grade is hidden

– You will also be able to compose an email to send to 
students letting them know grades and feedback are 
available on Gradescope



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Bonus Content! (Cut for time during the recorded session.)



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Access

Just like instructors, students can access Gradescope in two 
ways:

1. Via the integration link in your CourseLink site’s Content

– This will take them directly to the start page

2. Directly via gradescope.ca using SSO

– Note accessing this way requires extra steps:

• Selecting the correct course

• Selecting the correct assignment



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Accessing Gradescope via Mobile

• Gradescope is a fully responsive 
platform

• Students can complete an online 
assignment from their computer, 
phone, or mobile device

• This can make it easier when file 
uploads of images are required



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Beginning the Assignment

• Upon access, students are presented with information 
about the assignment (availability, time permitted, etc.)

• The assignment begins as soon as the student clicks 
“Start Assignment” (timer starts for timed assignments)



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Saving Answers

• Online assignments save responses automatically as 
answers are entered into fields within questions



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Leaving the Assignment

• If a student navigates away from the assignment, 
whatever they have entered is auto-submitted

– If they still have access, they can open the assignment 
again, then click “Resubmit” to continue working



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Assignment Submission

• When a Student is ready to submit they click the “Submit 
& View Submission” button

• After submitting, students may return to their assignment 
and continue/modify their work anytime, provided:

– The access window is still open

– They have time remaining (for timed assessments)



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Important Note about Due Dates/Times

• Unlike CourseLink Quizzes, students will NOT be able to 
submit after the due date/late due date even if they still 
have time remaining on their attempt

– E.g., If due at 11:59 pm with 15 minutes allowed. The 
student must begin by 11:44 pm to have all 15 
minutes available (if they start at 11:50 pm, they only 
have 9 minutes)



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Reviewing Grades and Feedback

• The default settings for Student Visibility are:

– Students see their questions and work completed (not 
their scores) immediately after submission

– Students see all rubric items

• For most graded Online Assignments, we would 
recommend changing these settings to:

– Show after grades are published (limits ease of 
answer sharing)

– Show only applied rubric items (avoids confusion)

Note: You can adjust these options in the Assignment 
Settings for each assignment



STUDENT ONLINE ASSIGNMENT EXPERIENCE

Regrade Requests

• This option is enabled by default, but can be turned off or 
limited to a specific window of time

• It becomes available once grades are published

• If enabled, students can use this option to request a 
regrade on a specific question (not the entire quiz)



SUPPORT FOR ONLINE ASSIGNMENTS



GRADESCOPE ONLINE ASSIGNMENT SUPPORT

• Pilot Participation Requests
– Instructional Technology Specialist (ITS) Team: 

insttech@uoguelph.ca

• General Gradescope Support
– CourseLink Support: 

courselink@uoguelph.ca or x.56939

• Documentation
– Gradescope Help Centre:

https://help.gradescope.com/article/h7ztxl9164-instructor-
assignment-types#online_assignments_beta

– OpenEd Documentation and Support Site 
(currently under construction)

mailto:insttech@uoguelph.ca
mailto:courselink@uoguelph.ca
https://help.gradescope.com/article/h7ztxl9164-instructor-assignment-types#online_assignments_beta


THE GET TO KNOW GRADESCOPE SERIES

Today is the final session from our Get to Know Gradescope Series!

• We held 5 sessions over the course of March
- Introduction to Gradescope
- Bubble Sheets
- Exams/Quizzes
- Homework & Problem Sets
- Online Assignments

• Session recordings and slides are available online:
https://opened.uoguelph.ca/instructor-resources/winter-2022-
programming#Gradescope

- Further programming will follow in S22 and continue in F22

https://opened.uoguelph.ca/instructor-resources/winter-2022-programming#Gradescope

